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Essays and Criticism: The Denouement of Pygmalion
Alan Jay Lerner, probably the most successful adapter of Shaw's Pygmalion, commented: "Shaw explains
how Eliza ends not with Higgins but with Freddy and—Shaw and Heaven forgive me!—I am not certain he is
right." Many critics would agree with this sentiment. A recent analysis of the play goes so far as to dismiss the
Epilogue as a bit of Shavian frivolity and to cite the "happy ending" Shaw himself wrote for Pascal's film as
the proper denouement of a play which is persuasively categorized by one critic as a play which follows "the
classic pattern of satirical comedy" [Milton Crane in PMLA, vol. 66, 1956].

Such an ending has been popular also with audiences and actors ever since the play first appeared in 1913.
Shaw chided both Mrs. Patrick Campbell and Beerbohm Tree for their romantic interpretations in the first
productions: "I say, Tree, must you be so treacly?" he asked during the rehearsals. Tree's stage business before
the curtain fell left no doubts in the minds of audiences that Higgins's marriage to Eliza was imminent.
Justifying it, Tree wrote Shaw: "My ending makes money; You ought to be grateful." Shaw replied: "Your
ending is damnable: You ought to be shot." And he continued fulminating against romantic portrayals of an
ending which caters to what, in the Epilogue written for Pygmalion later, he called "imaginations. .. so
enfeebled by their lazy dependence on the ready-mades and reach-me-downs of the ragshop in which
Romance keeps its stock of 'happy endings' to misfit all stories."

Nonetheless, the recurrent arousing of inappropriate audience expectations and the apparent inability of the
play to arouse the appropriate expectations (or those which Shaw considered appropriate) raise a question
about Pygmalion's success on the playwright's terms. Perhaps even more important, they call for a
reexamination of these terms; for I think that the ending is significant and dramatically inevitable, and that it
is the ending Shaw himself rewrote for the film (thereby confusing the matter further)—rather than his
Epilogue—which is frivolous....

While one of the most penetrating and suggestive of the analyses of Shaw's work accepts the original ending
of Pygmalion, it seems to do so for the wrong reasons. I cannot agree with the assertion in that analysis that
"the 'education of Eliza' in Acts I to III is a caricature of the true process." No educative process is in fact
represented in the play (although Shaw inserted "a sample" for film production at a later date—a hint which
was deftly developed in My Fair Lady). But more important, the conclusion that "Eliza turns the tables on
Higgins, for she, finally, is the vital one, and he is the prisoner of 'system,' particularly of his profession,"
seems to me to miss the point (Eric Bentley in his Bernard Shaw, [New York], 1957).

Rather the reverse is true. The magnificent comic subplot underlines the point, for Doolittle was once, like
Higgins, outside of class or "system" and had vitality. Both Doolittle and Eliza are brought to join the middle
class. What is sharply contrasted, however, is the consequence of the transformation: for Doolittle it is a
descent while for Eliza it is an ascent—the transformation makes the previously articulate (vital) father
comically impotent while it gives the previously inarticulate ("crooning like a bilious pigeon") daughter
human life. In sum, Higgins, the life-giver, will continue his study of phonetics while Eliza will settle for the
life her father describes so picturesquely in the last act when all the cards are put on the table. Higgins, that is,
will continue to teach proper, civilized articulation, a superman attempting to transform subhumans into
humans, while Eliza will lead an admirable if circumscribed middle-class existence, having been given
humanity—life—by Higgins.

Her ability to undergo successfully such a transformation evidences her superior qualities and often makes her
appear as the hero of the play. She is only a Shavian hero manque, however, and she is not the wife for
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Higgins. She can not even understand him, their values and interests being so different. Higgins genuinely
admires Eliza, although he is first shocked and then amused by her values: in a most effective and inevitable
denouement, the curtain falls as "he roars with laughter''—at the thought of her marrying Freddy. Admirable
as she now is—especially when compared with what she was when he met her—she is not, and never can be,
his equal. She is now part and parcel of the system of "middle class morality" which the early Doolittle and
Higgins find ludicrous. Higgins and Eliza, then, still do not speak the same language, although this is true now
only in the figurative sense. This does not, however, preclude the existence of an affinity between them,
perhaps one comparable to the one existing between Caesar and Cleopatra. Nevertheless, marrying Eliza
would be preposterous for Higgins, a superman with the vitality of a soul and a "Miltonic mind'' (as he himself
labels it) who lives on an entirely different plane, a plane where sex and marriage, indeed, are unknown.

What causes audiences to wish for it (as Eliza herself, for that matter, was wishing for it) is the Cinderella
guise of the plot—which buttresses audiences' perennial desires, as Shaw rightly said in the Epilogue, for the
marriage of the hero and the maiden—and the sentimental part of the myth which the title incidentally also
calls to mind. The Cinderella guise, however, is accidental and irrelevant; it is purposely negated by the
omission of scenes depicting the process of the transformation and by the omission of the grand ball scene, the
highpoint of any Cinderella story. The title specifically and intentionally focuses attention away from the
heroine and on Higgins, and on Higgins's life-giving qualities in particular.

It is very appropriate, therefore, that the most recent popular production is called My Fair Lady, focusing
attention, as the musical itself does, on the Cinderella theme. At the same time, with all the brilliance of this
version, even with the dialogue culled from the original play, this one is a very different play throughout. All
the noncomic lines... are omitted, for in My Fair Lady Higgins is the conventional romantic hero and not what
he surely is in Pygmalion: the Shavian hero, standing alone, a superman embodying a life force divorced from
human social and sensual drives, but representative of the vitality and creative evolution in which, in Shaw's
philosophy, lies the ultimate hope of mankind.

Source: Myron Matlaw, "The Denouement of Pygmalion," in Modern Drama, Vol. 1, no. 1, May, 1958, pp.
29, 33-34.

Analysis: Places Discussed
*London

*London. In the early twentieth century, London was the center of world commerce and the leading city of the
democratic societies. However, for all its importance to world democracies, London was home to the British
Empire and organized into a rigid class system, which permitted no crossing of boundaries. One of the chief
means of enforcing such a system was categorizing people according to their language patterns. Pygmalion is
about how a guttersnipe, Eliza Doolittle, overcomes the English class system by exchanging her Cockney
accent for an upper-class English one with the help of linguistics expert Henry Higgins. During the course of
the lessons, they fall in love with each other, but Higgins is never able to escape his own class sufficiently to
reciprocate Eliza’s love.

*St. Paul’s Cathedral

*St. Paul’s Cathedral. Magnificent late seventeenth century church located located in Covent Garden,
London’s entertainment and market district. St. Paul’s portico, at the entrance to the building, is a place where
the different classes are permitted to mingle. There, Eliza encounters Higgins and decides to accept the
challenge of changing her speech patterns.
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